
2021-2022 Water Literate Leaders of Northern Colorado
Homework Assignment for November 2021 - Response to Third Class

1. From your perspective as a community leader in Northern Colorado, what is your key
takeaway from today’s session?

● My key takeaway in today's class was that water districts have a lot of challenges
ahead of them because of the enormous growth in the area.  Looks like infrastructure
needs to be improved and we need to find more ways to store and conserve water.
Many of the smaller communities depend directly on the water districts as they don’t
have the resources to be their own water district.

● Regional partnerships in water will be key for NOCO success. There just isn’t enough
CBT water remaining in the system to meet the long-term demand. Conservation and
non-potable systems will help control the irresponsible use of water, but it won’t be
the only solution.

● My key takeaway from this session is how pressing the Colorado River issues are for
the Front Range, especially for the rural domestic water providers that often rely
heavily on CBT.  It seems the cap that Northern has imposed on municipalities relative
to their native base water supplies may have had the positive effect of encouraging
more diversity in the water portfolios of municipalities compared to many of the rural
domestic water providers.

● Further understanding of the complexity of the water distribution system and the level
of input required to maintain its functionality. Every class I learn more and I am
constantly amazed at what has been done in the past 100 years to manage the water
resources in the region.

● Every Municipality/Water District has water issues, some are just in better positions
than others. At this point water is harder and harder to find and is only getting more
expensive to buy if it can be found. Future water will be found with creative solutions
that may take a significant amount of time and money to develop.

● Innovation, conservation, and collaboration are the keys to success in the current
Colorado water environment. These themes were apparent during every presentation
from the book reports to the organization presentations. I enjoyed learning more
about all the different programs and groups that have been formulated in order to
meet water needs in addition to conserving our finite water supplies.

● Key takeaway - the consensus of the presenters.  Too much growth, not enough water,
no new sources, cost, uncertainty about precipitation from climate changes, risks from
fire conditions in current watersheds, competition for any available agricultural water.
All have the same issues; some towns have more resilient supplies than others, but all
face the same issues.

● There are many industries that are going to be hard pressed in the coming years,
specifically, agriculture, feed operations – really anything outside of residential or
commercial buildouts. Even then, the scarcity is slowly being realized and costs are
reflecting that.

● It was amazing to have water directors from across the region come talk to us this last
session. What resonated with me the most in their message was the need for
cooperation across the region. I think as we see the increasing impacts of climate
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change and growth various water districts will need to collaborate even more to
ensure they can provide water to all their customers.

● The water supply managers of NoCO have very challenging jobs! I was especially
struck by the diversity of issues, challenges, scope and the immensity of
responsibilities and decisions put to the Special Districts' water managers.

● While many people may look at just the municipalities for infrastructure and necessary
utilities such as water, it isn't as simple as just another government entity. It takes
private industry and special districts with hundreds of full time employees to make
comprehensive and driving solutions for water. The special districts just then work
together to create a collaborative environment to make a more efficient solution for
their stakeholders and customers.

● I learned there are many ways to provide water to customers – whether that is through
a municipality or a special district. Each municipality seems to have its own
requirements for development with Windsor being ahead of many with requiring the
dual system years ago. It appears we have demand and capacity issues which are
difficult to work around – the moratorium instituted North Weld seems to have several
municipalities at odds with the district – which is understandable. Everyone has their
own problems related to water – some a bit more severe than others!

● Community mindsets/cultural shifts are important as we approach innovation and
resilience, and the various people that came and spoke to us seem to be relatively on
the same page.  I think that provides the foundation for my most significant takeaway.
And then that notion coupled with programs such as the WISE Project partnership do
give me hope that there are solutions.

● My key takeaway from the November session was that municipalities in our area are
doing more than I realized to preserve our precious resource of water.  I may have
been naïve, but I was pleased to hear the efforts for new homes constructed since the
early 2000s that use a separate irrigation source for lawns and landscaping using gray
water.

● Takeaway – How fragile many of the municipal water systems are and the negative
impact it can have to the future growth of the region.

2. What did you learn today that encouraged you, discouraged you, or captured your
attention to the extent that you could see yourself engaging in it further?

● I am continuing to be discouraged by the political actions of Fort Collins and Larimer
county. I believe it is extremely detrimental to the region as their decisions are having
a negative impact on NISP and future water line build outs.  If we are talking about
regionalism and fixing problems together this seems to be counterproductive to
solving the issues at hand.

● The Colorado Water Plan conveyed a message to the front range of Colorado if they
want to access the Colorado River again as a water source. Consequently, water
projects like SPROWG are being pragmatic on water projects and options closer to
home.
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● Something that captured my attention in the session is how tight the water supplies
are for many of the rural domestic and smaller Front Range municipal water providers
(i.e., surprisingly little room for growth or even to accommodate extended drought
periods).

● Encouraged-The high quality of the speakers. These are the current water leaders
who are managing and shaping the future of water in Colorado. The WISE project in
Aurora and SPROWG. Some innovative thinking here. I would like to study more on
these 2 projects. The Leadership Challenge. The ability to tell a compelling story. At
the last session, Phil Weiser, and this session, Lisa Darling, the speakers were very
engaging in telling what could have been dry subject matter and created great
presentations. Facts are important but telling “the story” is how you can really
communicate with people. I also appreciated the great presentation by Janene Willey
on her book “The Future of Water” Discouraged-Nothing

● I am encouraged that there are still creative ways to get water out there. We will need
to think outside the box and push the limits of water laws and compacts to squeeze
every drop out of the systems that we can.

● I was encouraged by the continued mention of conservation and collaboration
throughout the discussions, including the intricate way that all of the districts and orgs
fit together to provide water to communities. Lisa Darling’s discussion on Aurora and
recycling water in the system was very interesting and I can see myself attending
some of the round table discussions and SPROWG listening sessions to learn more
about the concept of reusing, recycling, and downstream impacts.

● Today was a bummer.  All the things we know are brought together by towns in the
area.  Conservation is a weak tool for all these issues.  Education of the public is
essential and extends beyond measures such as two day per week watering and not
washing your car.  There is no question about the need to engage as communities and
to inform our citizens of the future we are facing without action soon.

● Today was the best session yet! What a lineup of speakers! It was great to hear the
challenges that each community/district is currently facing. A wonderful way to form a
perspective. There was a mix ranging from the large municipalities to the smaller
towns. It was encouraging to hear what they had to say. The discouraging thing is
what the solution truly is, especially for the municipalities and districts that are
struggling finding water to serve their constituent base.

● I was really intrigued by the Prairie Water Project. I think this is a great example of how
different water districts can collaborate to create a project that meets the needs of all
participating districts. I’m also interested in the aquifer recharge and recovery (ARR)
basin aspect of the project. Is this something we should be seeing more of across the
front range?

● Encouraged: I found the energy and presentation of Lisa Darling purely delightful. The
stepwise evolution of projects she described and her level of enthusiasm clearly
demonstrates how “outside the box” thinking and collaborative approaches will be
absolutely essential to achieve and maintain adequate, sustainable “hydrated society”
in NoCO in the decades ahead. Discouraged: I wasn’t especially discouraged by any
presentations, discussions or comments from this session on water and wastewater
management. Obviously there are big challenges ahead. However, I continue to be
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fascinated by some of the comments and apparent motivations in the room about
aggressive and ongoing development and growth in NoCO in spite of the (competing)
water resource challenges. There’s an engaging little book (quick read) that tries to
address in a holistic manner some of the potential inherent issues and flaws (myths)
about thinking and approaches to continuous development as “progress” with
comparison and contrast to the historical progression of events in the natural world —
“The Myth of Progress: Toward a Sustainable Future” (2013) by Tom Wessels ($23 or
less at amazon.com).  It’s a thought-provoking read; maybe disturbing or enlightening
to some. Captured my Attention: I was struck by the comment made several times
during the session that land use and water use planning are separate functions or
processes; especially in the future built-out areas of NoCO. Frankly, this does not
make good sense to me; please enlighten me. Especially since in the vast majority of
cases WATER will be the first limiting resource (factor) for development for the
available land resources that remain.  It seems that a lot of time and money in planning
about future uses could be saved if planning processes for these two resources —
land and water — were in some way directly and simultaneously addressed and
coupled.  A case in point is the 2019 proposed MONTAVA residential development in
the northeast area of Fort Collins ( just west of Budweiser).  A tremendous amount of
time (City of Fort Collins staff and elected officials) and money has been spent so far in
the initial land use planning and approvals. Yet, apparently to-date (after initial land use
approval) sufficient water has not been (maybe cannot be) secured to float the
proposed project. In the vast majority of cases it would seem, no water equals no (or
minimal) land use, other than for desert or arid land use. Is this really the way it works;
or, am I misinterpreting what really happens? The MONTAVA case and several
comments of the Special District water managers in our session sure seem to reflect
my impressions.

● Collaboration is real. Between the tri-districts all the way to Aurora, Denver, and the
other Wise stakeholders they made solutions that helped all. We all have a common
problem and that creates motivation to help each other make more realistic solutions
that benefit more than just individual entities.

● Financial support, such as grants, tend to be awarded to large municipalities who have
staff and resources to apply for grants that would help with infrastructure needs. It
leaves smaller municipalities who have a smaller tax base to come up with ways to
pay for water needs – generally the citizens are the ones that have to come up with
the funds for the expansions and to keep plants meeting federal and state
requirements – and that comes through the raising of water rates. We hear from larger
municipalities about ways they work with each other to come up with creative ways to
provide water (such as the South Metro Water Supply example) but again, the
resources for smaller towns and cities to participate in something of that magnitude is
slim!

● The Aurora ‘success’ story is so unique and presents a really interesting case study to
use as we further develop in Northern Colorado and think about potential impacts.
Although for Aurora and the other communities that are a part of their process, I think
the benefits and positives of the WISE Project are clear, but I would be curious to how
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communities feel about the process further downstream, so we can have a more
holistic picture.

● I was encouraged to hear Sean Chambers from the City of Greeley talk about the
secure water source Greeley has obtained and how they are counted on by other
municipalities for their water future.  Greeley really has positioned itself well for the
future and the great water needs.

● Discouraged by the potential for rationing Colorado River water.

3. What questions do you have based on what you heard from today’s speakers and group
discussion?

● I don’t have any questions directly, only: how can we help these water districts in
Northern Colorado solve their issues?

● While there are hints of some regionalism, the application of it seems to be very
siloed. Those practicing some of the regional applications are being selectively
inclusive which is very shortsighted. What can compel everyone to be fully regional?
Northern Colorado water providers have the same challenges and issues, just on
differing scales.

● Will we soon see limited water supplies curbing growth in the region?  (It seems that
some areas are on the precipice.)

● I am curious about the private non pot dual use irrigation system that Shane Hale from
Windsor discussed. I am curious if this could work in Wellington.

● I would like to learn more about how water can get reused and how much it can get
reused. Lisa Darling gave us an overview of the South Metro Water Supply Authority’s
current and proposed systems on the South Platte. Is a reuse system like this available
on the Poudre and Big Thompson Rivers?

● I haven’t had the opportunity to look at other community water plans, but do
communities that are planning to rely on NISP and upcoming water storage projects
have contingency plans for more potential delays or issues with the project?

● Where is the Lone Ranger when we need him?  Xeriscaping will not solve these
issues.  Towns are facing having to say “no” soon.

● No questions
● One question I have is about the Prairie Water Project and that they use the water

down to nothing. How is that impacting users/ rights downstream? Is that a pathway
that other water districts should be using? With various water rights that don’t allow for
reuse is that even possible? I’m also interested in SPROWG. Should Northern
Colorado water districts be joining SPROWG - will this help answer the issues of water
limitations we are seeing with water in Northern Colorado?

● This specific question/comment is not directly related to the presentations and
discussions from the November 17 session.  However, I would greatly appreciate some
rigorous critique and discussion about the front page article in the Coloradoan
entitled: “DRAINING THE FORESTS” by Jacy Marmaduke (Sunday, Nov 21, 2022). The
article was developed with support from a grant from The Water Desk, an
independent journalism initiative based at the University of Colorado’s Center for
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Environmental Journalism. The article specifically addresses loss of water from
potential use (domestic, agriculture and manufacturing), apparently often by
un-defined (old or perhaps illegal) or ill-defined private water draws/use from our
national forests, long before the water ever reaches Western US streams and rivers.
The article characterizes a blatant failure in public service/duty of the US Forest
Service (USFS), established in part specifically “to secure the favorable conditions of
water flows”, set forth in the federal Organic Administration Act of 1897, that also
established that agency. Please help understanding of this article and the issues
raised or bring in individuals who can address the several disturbing points made in
the article. Thanks.

● Is the general consensus that we just need more storage? Rather than reusing already
used water.

● The issues with water scarcity and cost are evident – along with the aging
infrastructure. How do we move forward and be able to continue to provide water for
the agricultural users along with the growing population? What happens to the city of
Evans if NISP doesn’t come to fruition? We need to be able to work regionally to
support each other and I am hoping that happens organically as we learn more about
the various municipalities' needs.

● Community mindsets/cultural shifts are important as we approach innovation and
resilience – how are we using social behavior change marketing, education
campaigns, incentive/tax programs, grants, etc. to bring in more xeriscaping/wild
scaping practices/other more water conscious practices? As individuals that represent
specific communities, but work in the issue of water which is a regional scale issue,
how do you approach balancing priorities of specific communities and then
understand that sustainable solutions are going to happen through collaborative
efforts at the regional scale that might be at odds to your community?

● There seems to be universal support among the municipalities for NISP.  I’m
wondering what the roadblocks continue to be after 30 years of studying this project.
I can only imagine it’s getting more and more expensive, and I believe the Army Corps
of Engineers have approved it as well.  What is the current delay?  Is it political?

● Questions – how do we change how we get water? We need to change the way we
pay for water and incentivize conservation
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